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Scotland’s most vital industry
Oil and gas half a century on
FERGUS EWING

T

he amount of time which Scottish Energy, Enterprise and
Tourism Minister Fergus Ewing has spent in recent weeks
visiting companies in the North-east which are involved in
the first portfolio in his title gives a fairly clear indication of
the importance he attaches to it.
He has spent a day a week over the past month visiting
majors and SMEs in the oil and gas sector and these include
AMEC, Control Valve Solutions, CNR International, Ingen GTL,
Dana Petroleum, Coates Offshore, Aquatera, Centrifuges
Un-Limited, BP, JP Kenny and the Altor Risk Group.
He has also had meetings with the Chamber of Commerce
and its members and plans to return for further discussions
with them.
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Should there still be any doubt the MSP for Inverness and
Nairn told Business Bulletin that in economic terms it was
absolutely the most important sector for Scotland and
should remain so for decades to come.
Not only does he believe that but he is taking every
opportunity to spread the message and once a week for the
past three months he has pressed it home in speeches to a
dozen different Chambers of Commerce from Wick to the
Borders.
“It is not the biggest industry by the number of employees
because tourism employs 270,000 but there is no doubt
that in terms of bringing home the bacon the oil and gas
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sector is the most significant and the most significant by
far,” he said.

what an incredible waste of a finite resource and what an
incredible opportunity missed for Scotland and the UK.”

“It employs nearly 200,000 people and it contributes
enormously to the Exchequer being the UK’s largest
Corporation Tax contributor.”

He said he met industry leaders regularly in Aberdeen in
his role as co-chair of the Industry Leadership Group, with
Melfort Campbell, chief executive of the Imes Group, an
international engineering company.

“What is abundantly clear is that the oil and gas in the North
Sea and West of Shetland has a very long term future, if we
play our cards right,” he said.
“For example the Clair Field was discovered in 1977, two years
after oil was first brought ashore from the Argyll Field, and
BP have excellent plans to continue its development which
they anticipate will endure to 2050 and possibly beyond.
That fact alone, coupled with some of the other exciting
announcements of mega projects, has helped to dispel a
few of the myths which have surrounded the industry. Myth
number one was that the industry was nearly over, the oil
had run out and this was an industry of the past. This is total
nonsense.
“Myths about this industry, like others, tend to be deeply
engrained and I am afraid to say the reason this myth
has developed is because a number of people for various
reasons have been predicting that oil is going to run out in
10 years and they have been doing that since the 70s.
“One of my favourite quotes is from John Rockefeller of
Standard Oil who said in the 1920s “The world has been
running out of oil since I was a boy.’
“Dispelling these sort of myths does take time but it is
important because if young people think the industry is on
its knees they are unlikely to want to pursue a career in it
especially furth of Aberdeen where youngsters can’t really
be expected to know the facts.
“The industry is headquartered in Aberdeen which is
essentially Europe’s energy capital and should be badged as
such but it is not constrained or solely located in Aberdeen.”
He said that in the last decade the oil industry had been
moving to other parts of Scotland and across the UK as a
whole provided employment for more than 440,000.
“I think we are starting to get the message across that this
is a terrific industry to work in. It can provide you with a
rewarding career financially and a fascinating career from a
work point of view. You can travel to countries all around
the world, as many of the people do, and generally have a
rich and rewarding life and career.”
Mr Ewing said he was grasping every opportunity to spread
the message about the second wave of success of the oil
and gas sector.
To ensure a prosperous future the Scottish Government
had devised an oil and gas strategy in conjunction with the
industry and key to the strategy was maximising recovery of
our own reserves – which currently averages 40% - as well
as further internationalisation of the industry.
“A statistic which struck me was that for every 1% of additional
oil and gas recovered the tax take alone is £22,000 million
so an additional 10% is around £200,000 million and that
I think amply demonstrates the high stakes. Conversely, to
put it in the negative, if we don’t maximise the recovery

“We are circulating the strategy which seems to have gone
down well and we would welcome feedback on how it can
be improved,” he said.
“It has the twin aims of maximising recovery and
internationalisation and also developing the supply chain
or the Scottish asset industry resource. I often think ‘supply
chain’ doesn’t quite do justice to what we are talking about.
At the moment there are 2000 companies in Scotland in the
oil and gas sector and even some of the small companies
can be turning over £5 million a year.
“Also the potential for growth, especially in some of the
small companies, is enormous. One of the action points
in the strategy is to ensure the smaller and medium sized
companies in particular receive whatever assistance is
appropriate from the enterprise network.
“That can be advice about exporting or about attending
trade missions or exhibitions, it can be advice about doing
business in particular countries like Brazil, Kazakhstan, or in
West Africa or it can be basic business advice.
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Mr Ewing said that since becoming Minister following his
appointment last year he had sought to become as informed
as he could be about the challenges which face the sector
and how the industry can be driven forward.

“Some of these small companies are set up by engineers
who have not had the training to run a business or keep a
set of books.”
He said Scottish Enterprise now offers a whole range of
advice and currently directly supports more than 200
“account managed” companies in the oil and gas sector
with assistance on exporting, overseas and other new
market research, introductions to potential customers and
mentoring.
“If people are growing a business they are generally working
around the clock and don’t have time to ferret away in
government websites to try and find out what assistance
is there.
“Many companies have started off a wee bit sceptical about
the account managed system and have wondered ‘Will
this be any good to be or will it be a waste of time?’ but
in a great many cases the advice and assistance has been
enormous. We now have a strategy of taking on an extra
100 companies in the account managed system over the
next three years and we are making good progress.
“The next five years in particular provides the Scottish
Government with a massive opportunity to work closely with
the oil and gas industry and also the universities, colleges
and workforce representatives to see the industry grow
further. Especially in Aberdeen, but also in other parts of
the country, this is the most massive economic opportunity
Scotland has had that I can ever recall.
“Some of the people who are at the top of the industry
in Scotland are without a shadow of a doubt the leading
exponents in their areas of expertise in the world and we
want to keep it that way for 50 years to come or more.”
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Technip success

Evoke expands

T

echnip has been
awarded a five-year
inspection, repair and
maintenance
frame
agreement
contract
worth up to €100 million.
by ConocoPhillips (UK)
Limited
for
various
assets in the Central,
Southern North Sea
and East Irish Sea.

NEWS

Steve Beddows, Technip

existing U.K. subsea infrastructure.

The contract covers
diver
repair
and
maintenance solutions
for
the
company’s

Technip’s operating centre in Aberdeen, will execute the
contract, which will run from 2012 until 2016, with two twoyear options to extend it.
Vessels from Technip’s fleet, including the Orelia, the Skandi
Achiever and the Wellservicer, will be used for the project.
Steve Beddows, manager of Technip’s Life of Field Services
business stream said: “The agreement will use our vessels
for up to 50 days a year and will continue to strengthen
our capabilities in this area, providing a balanced portfolio
between our existing work and the developing IRM market.
“Technip has recently reorganised its UK business to meet
the evolving and growing demands of the market. Part of
this reorganisation includes the development of a Life of
Field Services business stream in Aberdeen, UK, and this
dedicated team will execute this agreement.”

40 new jobs
Mechanical engineering group, EnerMech, will invest up
to £5 million and create 40 jobs as part of an expansion
programme in Saudi Arabia.
The Aberdeen-based specialist has signed a joint venture
agreement with Shoaibi Group to form EnerMech Saudi
Arabia Limited (EnerMech S.A. Ltd) and will share office and
warehousing facilities in Al Khobar.
EnerMech S.A. Ltd will provide crane, hydraulics, valves,
process, pipelines and umbilicals lifting and inspection
services, equipment rental and specialist training to the
Saudi Arabian energy sector.
The company expects to invest up to $8 million (£5 million)
in infrastructure and equipment in the next 18 months and
to have a Saudi Arabian workforce of up to 40 in the first
two years.
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Directors Lee Harrison, Sandra Campbell and Chris Forbes

Aberdeen SharePoint specialist, Evoke IT, has moved to
bigger premises to accommodate its rapidly growing team.
High levels of demand and new contract wins have seen the
company expand and Julian Rawicki and Kris Frukacz have
been recruited .
Evoke IT has secured major projects from Robert Gordon
University, Ferguson Group, SPEX and Robert Gordon’s
College, where it is creating a tailor-made, SharePointbased portal for staff and students.
The team has relocated to a larger office in Waverley Place
in Aberdeen’s West End which provides space for planned
further expansion, including another new employee before
the end of 2012.
The offices are shared with IT business, Dynamic Edge,
which specialises in cloud computing. The two businesses
will be able to partner so that Evoke IT can provide Microsoft
Office 365 SharePoint support to Dynamic Edge customers.
Sandra Campbell, Technical Director of Evoke IT said, “As
with everything we do, we have spent time finding the right
office space and location that will support our growing
needs and give customers the high quality service which is
so important to Evoke IT.”

Atlas course
Atlas, the learning and skills provider, has announced the
launch of a new course which will help lead to improved
safety and reductions in hydrocarbon releases in the oil and
gas industry.
The Atlas Mechanical Joint Integrity e-learning course is
the first to be approved by the Engineering Construction
Industry Training Board delivering up-to-date training for oil
and gas workers operating in safety critical roles.
It provides onshore and offshore workers of varying
experience with the underpinning knowledge to safely carry
out specialist critical bolting work.
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Bob Collier
Chief Executive

W

hen the dust has settled from recent Aberdeen City
Council decisions to vote against investment in the
City Garden Project and against the new Aberdeen FC
stadium at Loiriston Loch, as well as put in doubt the Third
Don Crossing, what remains is a deeply umcomfortable
sense among observers of Aberdeen’s image tarnished, of
trust broken with the electorate and of opportunity lost.
So what of Aberdeen’s image? How do we look to outsiders?
Two reports read in the aftermath of events struck a chord
with me.
In a letter to The Press and Journal, one correspondent
noted that his friends in the central belt now referred to us
as Disneyland. Disnae want the AWPR, disnae want the City
Garden Project, disnae want Trump. For a city region that has
significantly less public funding than most parts of Scotland,
and struggles to invest in fit-for-purpose infrastructure, this
is exactly where we do not want to be.
In the Scottish Sunday Times on August 26, columnist Gillian
Bowditch wrote: “The council, handed a gift-horse, shot it
dead, without even bothering to look it in the mouth.”
Brand Aberdeen is likely to have suffered, and this will make
it harder to attract people and investment. “O wad some
power the giftie gie us to see oursel’s as ithers see us!”
To turn to the second question; has the ruling coalition at
the Town House broken trust with their electorate (who
voted for the City Garden Project in the referendum with
45,301 votes in favour with 41,175 votes against) by ditching
the project on the back of a manifesto “endorsed” in a local
election in which only 55,979 citizens voted? Many believe
that the democratic process has not been honoured. The
council, have a major challenge in re-building trust with
many of the electorate and the majority of the business
community.
An under-developed alternative and exhortations to “move
on” are not convincing.
The opinion poll conducted by the Evening Express, and
published on August 27 must be deeply worrying to anyone
who wants to see consensus progress rather than pointless
conflict. That poll showed that 75.5% disagreed with the
Council’s UTG decision; 74.3% don’t think the alternative plan
will work; 75.3% disagreed with the AFC Stadium decision;
and 66.3% felt that the Council had been very poor in their
performance since May. The problem with phyrric victories
is that they are hollow. To quote Burns again: “Suspicion is
a heavy armor and with its weight it impedes more than it
protects.”
The third and final question: is this an oportunity lost? There
seem to be two persistent questions about the decisions
taken.

Firstly, are we actually able to talk to each other in a civil and
mature way to get the best results for the city-region? With
regard to the City Garden Project, the conduct of the civic
debate was emotional and immature. Positions became
entrenched far too early in the process, and considered,
objective views, like the evidence-based information that
the Chamber tried to express, became drowned out in
the extreme positions presented by most of the media.
As a community, we have little chance of making difficult
strategic decisions on investment opportunities if we cannot
talk to each other.
Secondly, concerns also persist that these are political rather
than economic decisions. If doubts continue that councillors
are looking after their power base rather than the future of
the city, they will have a hard time persuading anyone to
back their alternative plans.
The biggest lost opportunity may well relate to future
access to funding. We can ill afford to turn down the TiF
funding leveraged on the back of a generous donation from
a private benfactor. Despite all that has been said, the TiF
funding was a robust and deliverable investment plan. Any
other source of funding is likely to cost us more at greater
risk, if that is, we can get anyone to take us seriously. “The
best laid schemes o’ mice and men Gang aft a-gley; And
leave us naught but grief and pain For promised joy”
So how does the Chamber, on behalf of its’ members,
navigate through these issues. We should certainly try to
shine a light rather than generate heat. We need to persist
at being objective, rational, pragmatic and constructive.
The Chamber should work towards the best outcomes for
the region. The Chamber should moderate the exchange to
ensure that we all make real progress.

CHAMBER VIEWPOINT

The Big
Issue

It won’t be easy. We will need your help. We know we have
your support.
You can start be letting me know what you think of this
suggested “code” for future civic dialogue. This guidance is
aimed at everyone taking part in public discourse, and if you
think it is aimed at someone else, take a look in the mirror.
It’s a small start, but we may have to be “Contented wi’ little,
and cantie wi’ mair.” We have to set our standards higher.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Be part of the solution not part of the problem.
Having the courtesy to listen, gives you the right to
speak.
Talk about the issues and not the individuals involved.
Don’t throw grenades - They have a habit of exploding
in your face.
Respond to the facts rather than the gossip.
Respect the fact that others have a different view to
your own.

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Significant milestone Full steam ahead

NEWS

M

eta
Downhole
Ltd is celebrating
a
successful
first
half to its financial
year having secured
contracts worth around
£10million.

Continued growth in
the oil and gas sector
helped
Aberdeen
Harbour
record
significant
increases
in traffic in the first six
months of the year.

The contracts that the
company is securing,
which are around four
years in length, are for
the provision of Meta’s
patented
morphable
Kevin Stewart, Meta Downhole Ltd
casing reconnect, liner
tieback, internal clad
and isolation barrier technology for projects with major
operators in the North Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Asia Pacific and
the Middle East.

The number of support
vessels which used the
port was up 9% from
2,580 in 2011 to 2,814.

Kevin Stewart CEO said: “These contracts mark a significant
milestone for the company as it sees us exceed our projected
annual turnover in just six months.
“It is also noteworthy in terms of our global operations
strategy. Prior to the restructure of READ Well Services Ltd,
which led to the launch of Meta at the start of the year, the
company’s focus was primarily on the North Sea market.
However, international markets such as the USA, the Middle
East and the Far East are a key focus for us and form an
integral part of our ongoing growth strategy. These wins see
Meta successfully securing work in all of these areas.”

Joint strength
Two
Aberdeenbased oilfield service
companies have joined
forces.

John Fox, SPEX Services (left) and
Rae Younger, Cognity

SPEX
Services
and
independent
engineering consultancy,
Cognity have banded
together in a bid to
secure larger and more
complex client projects.
They will employ 74
staff with an expected
turnover in excess of
£10million this year.

Together they will offer cutting-edge product development
services with Cognity providing leading engineering design
alongside SPEX’s existing engineering, machining and test
infrastructure.
The integration of these specialist services will allow the new
company to deliver projects from concept to completion.
In order to grow this area of the business SPEX is investing
heavily in its machining capability including a number of
Mazak machining centres which it will use to deliver a range of
well control tools for oil major Shell.
While the new company will retain the two existing brands –
Cognity and SPEX – there are plans to rebrand the group later
in the year.
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The half-year figures
detail
increases
in
traffic with both vessel
numbers and tonnage on the rise. Total vessel numbers rose
by 5% on the same period last year to nearly 4,000 while
shipping tonnage increased by almost 9% – from 12.2 million
tonnes to 13.3 million tonnes.
Colin Parker, Aberdeen Harbour

Exported goods including oil and gas-related equipment,
scrap metal, salmon feed and timber logs also increased by
more than 8% to 1.37 million tonnes and imported cargoes
increased slightly by 0.3 per cent to 1.07 million tonnes.
The figures were released just weeks after work started on
a £5.2 million programme of improvements including the
widening and deepening of the navigation channel.
Chief Executive of Aberdeen Harbour Board, Colin Parker,
said: “We are conscious of the need to maintain and
improve upon the high standards port users expect and our
continuing investment will allow the harbour to keep ahead
of the game in order to benefit our existing customers
while allowing us to service emerging markets such as
decommissioning and offshore wind turbine deployment.
“The large increases in harbour traffic reflect the upsurge in
North Sea activity, where exploration continues at pace with
significant numbers of support vessels required to service
those endeavours. This activity is anticipated to continue
creating major economic benefits and opportunities for
those involved in the energy sector. As such, continued
investment in our facilities is vital to ensure that we are
best placed to support the current and future needs of the
industry.”

Sparkling health
Staff at Aberdeen based First Shared Services (FSS),
the financial processing centre for transport operator
FirstGroup, have been crowned one of the healthiest
workforces in Scotland.
Two years after being awarded the Healthy Working Lives
Bronze status, FSS has been awarded Silver status in
recognition of the company’s efforts to create a healthier
workplace.
The Healthy Working Lives Awards, administered by the
Scottish Centre for Healthy Working Lives, encourage
employers to promote a healthier workforce and cover a
wide range of topics including health promotion, mental
health and wellbeing and occupational health and safety.
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Dynamic Edge has been named a “Cloud Champion”
by Microsoft UK in recognition of its pioneering use of
cutting-edge IT systems.
The firm is one of just a handful of companies across
the UK to be awarded the accolade and the only one in
the North-east to achieve this.
Managing Director, Rob Hamilton, said: “We’ve worked
our way up through the different levels of Microsoft
certification and can now truly call ourselves a
‘champion’ in the industry.”
Aberdeen-based Prodrill Energy Resource Solutions
has been included in the Insider SME 300, one of
Scotland’s top business indicators, for the first time.
It is 87th in the rankings which are based on sales and
growth throughout 2010/11 when Prodrill increased
turnover by more than 10% from £15.03 million to £17.03
million.
Law practice Aberdein Considine which has 12 offices
across the North-east of Scotland and Perth has
opened an office in Livingston, marking its first move
into the Central Belt .
The firm, which won the Law Firm of the Year accolade
at the Law Awards of Scotland last year, is making
the move after identifying a number of business
opportunities in the area.
Aker Solutions has had its approach to the prevention of
accidents and ill health recognised in the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) Occupational
Health and Safety Awards 2012.
The company has won its fifth consecutive Gold Medal
in the annual scheme, which dates back to 1956 and is
the largest and longest-running awards programme of
its kind in the UK.
EPC Offshore has marked the close of its third year
in business by doubling its turnover for the third
consecutive year. Since its inception in July 2009 the
Aberdeen-headquartered company, which assists oil
and gas firms in turning development opportunities
into commercially successful assets, has consistently
exceeded its year-on-year growth targets.
Turnover has grown from £3million in 2009/10 to
£12million at the close of the current financial year.
International oilfield services company Expro has been
awarded a contract for work in the North Sea using its
ground-breaking AX-S subsea well intervention system.
Expro AX-S Technology Ltd has signed a multi-million
dollar contract with BG Group to intervene on two
wells in late 2012 as well as an extended intervention
campaign going into 2013 and beyond.
Red Spider, the remote open close technology
specialist, has secured contracts valued at a total of
$300,000 in the Gulf of Mexico.
The work will be undertaken for four of the major
operators in the region, three of which are new clients
to Red Spider.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
ANDERSON ANDERSON & BROWN LLP

CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS

The New Patent Box Tax Regime
From April 2013, companies holding relevant intellectual
property (”IP”) will be able to elect into a new tax regime,
known as the Patent Box. Taken alongside the extensive
R & D tax reliefs which already exist, the Patent Box forms
part of the government's strategy to encourage innovation
in the UK.
With the Patent Box regime, profits arising from IP will
be taxed at an effective corporation tax rate of 10%.
This represents a significant reduction when compared
with the current main rate of corporation tax of 24%
and small companies rate of 20%.

NEWS

News in brief

ADDING VALUE
THROUGH THE PLUS FACTOR

The 10% rate applies not only to royalties but also to
profits included in the sales price of products and
compensation for patent infringements. This rate will be
phased in from 2013 over 4 years, with the full reduction
being achieved in 2017.
Companies must own or license-in qualifying IP rights
(which includes patents granted by the UK, the European
Patent Convention or specified EEA countries,
supplementary protection certificates and plant variety
rights) to be able to make this election.
Another requirement is that the company must itself
either i) make a significant contribution to the creation
or development of the invention claimed in the patent
or of a product incorporating this invention, or ii) hold
a licence giving it country-wide exclusivity for those rights.
(This will be of assistance to UK subsidiaries of foreignowned groups.)
A group company may also be within the regime where
it manages the portfolio of the group’s IP. In certain
circumstances, the regime may also extend to partnerships
and cost sharing arrangements.
Once the election is made, profits from new and existing
IP will be within the regime. Thereafter, profits generated
in periods where a patent is pending may be included
when the patent is granted.
The company remains within the Patent Box regime until
the election is revoked, after which it cannot re-enter
the regime within a 5-year period.
The rules governing the regime can be complex with
traps for the unwary but companies holding IP should
seek professional advice to establish how they can benefit.
CONTACT: Moira Kelly, Tax Senior Manager
email: moira.kelly@aab.co.uk

For all Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews

9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111 fax: 01224 626007
website: www.aab.co.uk
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Expanding Empire
A

Scottish HR and
employment
law
firm has doubled the
size of its office to
accommodate growth
in business and its team.

NEWS

PJ Chalmers (left), and Steve Cook

Empire,
which
is
headquartered
in
Aberdeen,
has
increased
its
office
space by expanding
into an additional floor
of the building they own
in the city’s Grandholm
business development,
near Bridge of Don.

The firm, which has more than 600 clients across the UK,
bought the £1million Empire House three years ago but
previously only occupied the first floor while leasing out the
ground floor level.
The move to expand into the full 3,000 square feet space
comes after the HR and health and safety specialists secured
additional business since the start of 2012, resulting in the
firm employing a further six members of staff to increase
the team to 32.

Absoft boost
Independent
SAP
consultancy
Absoft
has boosted profits by
more than 168% as it
pushes a major growth
strategy on the back
of a turnover uplift of
more than a third in the
last financial year.
The
Aberdeenheadquartered business
software
specialist
recorded turnover of
Ian Mechie, Absoft
£8.35 million in the
year-ended May 2012, up 36% on the £6.1million it secured
in 2010-11.
Pre-tax profit jumped 168% to £738,177 from £275,000.
Activity and turnover in oil and gas rose by 48.9% as Absoft,
which supplies SAP software, consultancy and support
services, expanded its client base in Norway and other
global markets, while its work in other sectors grew 12% in
2011-12.
Absoft is now ramping up its growth plans, with 10 new
graduate trainees expected to join the business in the current
year. Ian Mechie, Managing Director, said the company’s
investment in people over the next three years will see its
nationwide team rise to more than 175 – it currently has
110 specialists including the employee base of Hexarus
Consulting.
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Inspiring training
An innovative local employment training programme
recently welcomed 10 new students.
They joined Inspire’s Café Academy which offers workfocussed training in the customer service and hospitality
industries for unemployed individuals who have a learning
disability or additional support need.
The 11 week course, delivered through a series of workshops,
accredited training sessions, food focussed outings and
placements in Inspire’s own restaurant, Café Coast, and with
other local employers, is provided by both Inspire and Banff
& Buchan College.
Kelly Ho, Employment and Volunteer Co-ordinator at
Inspire, said:“The transient nature of the customer service
and hospitality industries has resulted in a high turnover of
staff and a notable skill shortage. Café Academy hopes to
fill this gap with experienced and enthusiastic individuals
who aim to gain long-term and stable employment.
“The course is the only one of its kind in Aberdeen, combines
theory, practical learning and real life work experience and
allows people who have a learning disability, mental health
problem or physical disability to break down barriers and
achieve their employment and personal goals.”
There have been more than 130 referrals since Café
Academy started up in January 2011. The response from
local employers to the programme has been extremely
positive, with those offering work placements including The
Hilton Group, JG Ross, Chalmers Bakery, John Lewis, Park
Inn Hotel, Thistle Hotels and Aramark.
Some of these employers have pledged to offer a guaranteed
interview scheme and many are involved in the training itself
by offering workshops and outings.
The scheme has been largely funded by The Robertson
Trust, The Aberdeenshire Fairer Scotland Fund and
Jobcentre Plus, with additional funds being sought from
local companies, groups and individuals to help cover the
student’s training and expenses.

Showcase
Trevor Garlick, regional president of BP North Sea, will
present the keynote speech at this year’s ITF Technology
Showcase event at Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference
Centre on Thursday, November 1.
Mr Garlick’s keynote address will focus on the importance of
technological innovation and industry collaboration as well
as addressing important technology development focus
areas such as Enhanced Oil Recovery.
For the first time the one-day event will include a number of
presentations from prominent oil and gas operators as well
as the opportunity for one-to-one sessions highlighting the
technology challenges facing some of the world’s largest oil
and gas companies.
The exhibition, boasting more than 60 stands showcasing
developer’s innovative oil and gas technologies, has already
sold out.
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Networking works
Kim Stephen
Events Team Leader

WOMEN IN BUSINESS

EVENTS

A

ugust 31 marked the first in an occasional series of Women
in Business events. Delegates heard from Judith Thorpe
and Karen Molloy, Co-founders and Directors of Thorpe Molloy
Recruitment Ltd, who shared their story of the company’s
growth, from grassroots to the multi-million pound company
it is today. We also heard from Edel Harris of Cornerstone who
spoke about her role as a female Chief Executive in today’s
male dominated business environment and the challenges
this presents. Both stories left the audience inspired and there
was a real buzz around the room as delegates discussed both
presentations over lunch.
“Great event and really interesting to hear people’s varied
career paths. Look forward to the next one” Carol Benzie,
Operations Director, Aberdeen Airport Ltd.
Keep checking our website for further information on the next
Women in Business event which will take place in early 2013.
LUNCH ‘N’ LEARN SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Organised with your business needs in mind, these events
not only provide great networking opportunities but the
emphasis is on business benefits for our members, providing
you and our members with meaningful business development
opportunities. With associated branding and a speaking
platform, Lunch ‘n’ Learns are an excellent tool to raise
awareness of your company’s products or services. For find
out more contact kim.stephen@agcc.co.uk or call 01224
343922.
NORTHERN STAR BUSINESS AWARDS
The Northern Star Business Awards is the most prestigious
networking event organised by your Chamber. Celebrating
talent, achievement and success from across the region, the
Chamber recognises the contribution from businesses and
individuals, with a range of awards including Overall Business
of the Year (Small, Medium and Global), Rising Star Award, The
Green Award, Commitment to Research and Development
and Lifetime Achievement.
Around 850 people will gather for this year’s glittering
ceremony at the Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre
and your Chamber is continuing its commitment to charitable
and not-for-profit members with five member organisations
benefitting from the fundraising initiative on the night which
last year raised over £6,000.
However, this event would simply not be possible without
the support of Chamber members and in particular, Principal
Sponsor and Premier Partner, Aberdeen Harbour Board.
Colin Parker, Chief Executive, said: “Aberdeen Harbour Board
is a long-standing supporter of the Northern Star Business
Awards. As principal sponsor of this year’s ceremony once
again, the visibility and credibility we have received, both
in the lead up to and during the event, has been invaluable.
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Our association with the Northern Star Business Awards
has increased the familiarity and favourability of our brand
amongst key stakeholders and given us the opportunity
to network with members of the business community and
decision makers from across the region.”
The Chamber, and its guests, will be celebrating with 14
winners but this is a night when congratulations are due to
all the finalists. All 38 have either excelled in business, risen
to new challenges or established new markets - and for that,
every one of the finalists should be commended.
Stuart Mcleod, Managing Director of qedi, the winner of the
2011 Global Business of the year award, said “I was amazed at
how fast word of mouth spread after winning the Northern
Star award, having received messages of congratulations from
all around the world. This is not only huge acknowledgement
of qedi’s industry-leading position but reinforces the global
profile of Aberdeen City and Shire as a region renowned for
its entrepreneurialism and as a world-class energy hub.”
The Chamber would like to recognise and thank all the 2012
sponsors of this year’s Northern Star Business Awards for their
support and we look forward to a most enjoyable evening.
Principal Sponsor:

Associate Sponsors:

Category Sponsors:
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Cammach grows

A

xis Well Technology Ltd, an independent upstream
consultancy, has launched a Well Integrity Division to
complement its existing consultancy services.

Aberdeen
based
Cammach Recruitment
has launched a new
accountancy division.

This follows 12 months after the start-up of its Subsurface
Division.
Axis now offers an integrated, managed
approach to well and reservoir engineering services
comprising subsurface, petroleum engineering, well testing,
completions/well services and well integrity.
Jim Anderson MD said: “Well integrity is another key niche
service that complements and consolidates the services we
currently offer to our customers in the global upstream oil
and gas industry.
“The safety of people, the protection of the environment,
our clients’ assets and ultimately our clients’ business is
fundamental to our own business. We have already seen
some fantastic opportunities on our doorstep as well as
enquiries from overseas.”

Intertek appointment
Intertek, the global quality services provider, has appointed
Ken Stott as Allocation Services Manager to drive forward
business in the company’s Allocation Engineering service
line.

It will be headed by
Steven Wilson who has
spent the past 13 years
practising as a qualified
accountant with Shell,
Chevron and Aberdeen
Asset Management.
The division will focus
on providing specialist
recruitment
services
for accountancy and
finance roles across a
wide sector of industries including oil and gas, construction
and financial services at the same time as serving the
professional practice.
Steven Wilson,
Cammach Recruitment

NEWS

New division

Steven served as the Junior Chamber International
Aberdeen President last year and has been asked to serve
as the Junior Chamber International Scottish President for
2013 to represent all three Scottish branches worldwide.

Based in Aberdeen, Scotland, Mr Stott is responsible for
managing a team of consultants and technicians, providing
hydrocarbon allocation and production reporting services
to a large number of international clients.
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Finance Sector Survey

FEATURES

Confidence returning, but work to do

C

ustomer trust and confidence in the North-east’s finance
sector appears to be recovering, but overall public
perception of the sector is still negative according to a new
survey.
Businesses continue to struggle to increase their market share
as competition has increased and consumers have shown
less brand loyalty according to the research undertaken by
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce and Robert
Gordon University under a Knowledge Transfer Partnership
and supported by ACSEF.
It reveals that the sector is focused on re-building confidence,
improving lending to SMEs, containing costs through tight
controls on staff numbers, and growing market share.
The UK finance sector has had a difficult run in recent
times and just as it appeared to have emerged from the
global financial crisis revelations surfaced about some
sector players which created a new source of concern for
stakeholders and the wider business community.
The survey gives an up to the minute insight into the sector
as a result of information from bankers, financial advisers
and allied professions in North-east Scotland whose opinions
were canvassed about current business performance, key
issues, future priorities and optimism about the sector’s
future potential.
It reveals that businesses in the sector have been focused on
addressing the lack of confidence from customers and loss
of favourable public perception. The findings show that in
the past 12 months the main areas of focus for the sector’s
businesses have been building customer confidence,
changing public perception and recovering market share.
Although the overall public perception of the sector is still
negative and businesses are struggling to increase their
market share as competition has increased and consumers
have shown less brand loyalty, they have remained successful.
Almost 90% indicated they had been very or fairly successful
in achieving their objectives and more than 70% said their
businesses were currently more profitable than they had
been for the same period a year ago.
However, the rate of job losses in the sector continues to
rise and more than 50% of respondents said that they had
reduced the number of employees in the past 12 months.
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While part-time and ad-hoc employment is expected to rise
in the next 12 months, permanent full time employment is
expected to decrease.
The survey shows that while credit to personal consumers
has declined, respondents perceived that there had been a
small increase in credit availability to smaller businesses.
In spite of this the results show that the smaller organisations,
and especially micro businesses, continue to be the most
adversely affected by the sector’s lending policy preferences.
Consequently, the majority of respondents from the finance
sector felt that the most important area of focus for the
future should be lending to small and medium businesses.
There was clearly agreement that current lending to this
economic group is inadequate and should be improved.
By focusing on increasing lending to SMEs the finance
sector can contribute immensely to the North-east’s
economic future, given the reported levels of SME activity in
the region. At the same time, the finance sector will benefit
from commercial and public relation dividends arising from
this activity.
“In summary, the finance sector in the North-east has
performed very well during the period reviewed, but has
witnessed stiff intra-sector competition, a persistently
negative perception from the public, reductions in staff
numbers, and an inability to improve lending activity to small
businesses, especially micro businesses,” the survey says.
“However, the sector’s businesses appear to be aware of the
challenges identified and are focused on improving in these
areas, with the primary wish in the next 12 months being to
improve lending to SMEs.”
Bob Collier, Chief Executive of Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce, said: “To achieve these objectives
the key organisations, especially banks, will require improved
delegation from their HQs and this can only be made
possible with sustained improvements in confidence in the
general economy. Our SMEs need all the help they can get
from the finance sector in order to realise the full economic
potential of the region.”
View the full set of Chamber survery’s at
www.agcc.co.uk/network-your-business
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Trade group

Roag contracts

A

new partnership has been launched to help North-east
companies generate more international business.

The North East of Scotland Trade Group (NESTG) aims to
build on the existing strong working relationships between
members and brings together Aberdeen City Council,
Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber
of Commerce (AGCC), Scottish Enterprise, Scottish
Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) and Scottish
Development International (SDI).

“The NESTG will provide a platform to continue enhancing
the North-east’s strategic profile. This group will not just
focus on the energy sector but will highlight how the Northeast is a first choice location to do business and as an even
better place in which to live, work, invest, visit and grow up.”
Tony Baker, director of International Trade at Scottish
Development International, said: “This new partnership
approach will help us to capitalise on the international trade
and export opportunities we know exist for companies
across the North-east of Scotland.
“The recently launched oil and gas strategy highlighted
significant potential to grow exports from the oil and gas
supply chain in the next five years alone.”

Team sponsor

Kenny Macleod, chairman, GEOSHIPS, with Loch Roag

GEOSHIPS Group, a marine and subsea services provider,
has secured two contract wins worth a combined value of
£3 million for the company’s latest vessel the Loch Roag.

NEWS

Aberdeen City Council’s Director of Enterprise, Planning
and Infrastructure Gordon McIntosh said: “This group brings
a number of support organisations together, all working
towards a common goal.

The forecasted revenue for the DP2 (dynamically positioned)
multipurpose support vessel for the next 12 months is valued
at nearly £10 million.
The Westhill-based company, which was formed in 2003,
took delivery of the Loch Roag in April on a contract valued
at more than £30 million creating 40 new offshore jobs.
The company recently expanded its operations into South
East Asia by opening an office in Singapore and plans are
in place to open a further office in Australia by the end of
this year.

AKE in Lagos
AKE has launched AKE Prime, a joint venture formed with
wholly-owned Nigerian company Prime Atlantic Limited.
Based in Lagos, AKE Prime will provide security and
political risk mitigation solutions to organisations looking
to operate in West Africa. Available services will include
training, consultancy, meet and greet airport pickups and
due diligence.
Derek Sim, chairman, Montrose Football Club with Charlie Parker,
financial director, John Lawrie Group and John Crawford, director,
Montrose Football Club

Scottish metal reprocessor and steel trading company,
John Lawrie Group, has announced a sponsorship deal with
Montrose Football Club.

Sub-Saharan Africa, particularly West Africa, remains one of
the most important strategic suppliers to the global oil and
gas market. However, according to AKE Africa specialist
Andrew Kain, the CEO of AKE, said the services offered
by AKE Prime are designed to support business, whether
a multinational corporation or small-scale service provider.

The company, which is headquartered in Aberdeen and has
recycling and processing facilities in Montrose, has become
the official sponsor of the first team’s away strip until July
2013.

“We aim to improve safety in the workplace and confidence
in the workforce, helping companies to succeed in markets
where their competitors are too poorly prepared to establish
a presence.

John Lawrie Group has a keen interest in encouraging
sport at all levels in the north-east of Scotland. The new
agreement with Montrose Football Club follows other
sponsorship deals, which range from support for London
2012 Olympic finalist, Inverurie swimmer Hannah Miley, to
the supply of a football training kit for children at Tullos
Primary School in Aberdeen.

“Security need not be a cost-centre, it should enable
operational success and improve returns.”
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Missing women

New garden

T

here has been an increase in the number of people
working offshore in the UK oil and gas industry since
2006 and the average age of the workforce has remained
reasonably constant at just over 41 years.

VSA’s Easter Anguston Farm, a Peterculter-based visitor
attraction which offers training and support to adults
with learning difficulties, has welcomed its biggest set of
corporate volunteers yet.

Oil & Gas UK’s 2012 Demographics Report shows that there
are two and a half times as many workers aged between 23
and 28 as there are aged between 60 and 65, indicating the
offshore industry continues to attract new entrants.

A team of more than 45 from BP’s engineering services team
transformed unused farm land into an environmentallyfriendly therapeutic garden.

NEWS

The report builds a profile of the UK offshore oil and gas
industry’s workforce demographic. It has been produced
using data from the Vantage Personnel On Board system - a
database used to track all offshore travellers in the UK – and
provides insight into past and potential future changes in
the offshore workforce.
The report finds:

•
•
•
•
•

52,300 people travelled offshore in 2011, an increase of
5% since 2006.
The proportion of core offshore workers (those working
more than 100 nights a year offshore) has increased to
23,758, and now represents 45% of the total workforce
compared to 39 % in 2006.
Since 2006, there has been a decrease in workers aged
between 35 and 49, but large increases in younger
workers, particularly aged between 24 and 29.
There are two and a half times as many 23 to 28-yearolds as there are 60 to 65-year-olds travelling offshore.
The female workforce still makes up a small proportion
of the offshore population – just 3.7%, with 30% of
those working in catering. Half of all offshore disciplines
have no female representation and, if you take catering
workers out of the equation, the number of female
employees is lower than in 2007.

To download a copy of Oil & Gas UK’s 2012 Demographics
Report, visit www.oilandgasuk.co.uk/publications

Fruitful partnership
EFC Group, a designer and manufacturer of instrumentation,
monitoring, controls and handling systems for the global
oil and gas industry, has announced a successful first year
since expanding into Norway and working in partnership
with Mento Group.
The two companies expect sales to grow at an accelerated
level once mechanical handling is fully launched, with
potential to reach £2million in 2012.
The partnership agreement, which commenced early 2011,
has seen EFC Group working with Mento, one of Norway’s
largest oilfield suppliers, to introduce niche specialised
equipment to Norway-based mobile operated drilling unit
operations.

Recruitment and selection
business partners to
the oil and energy sector
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Easter Anguston Farm, run by VSA, the UK’s largest city
social care charity supporting people in Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire, will be able to produce fruit and vegetables,
cut flowers for putting into bunches and create bedding
plant trial beds.
Fiona Davidson, farm manager, said: “A therapeutic garden,
as opposed to one big open space, is separated into
individual plots with paths separating them. This suits the
environment and the trainees working here. Due to their
additional support needs, being asked to work on a large
open space may be intimidating and challenging for some
trainees. But being able to quickly finish a small plot and
move on to the next keeps them motivated.”
Tom Macartney, engineering services manager at BP, said:
“VSA stood out to us because they provide essential caring
and support services for a variety of groups in our local
community. We picked this opportunity at Easter Anguston
Farm because we thought it was a really worthwhile cause
and a good teambuilding opportunity. We wanted to provide
an inspiring outdoor space for service users, farm staff and
visitors and are delighted with the finished product.”

Fleet investment
Oil and gas equipment rental company Coates Offshore has
invested more than £17 million in its rental fleet to support
increasing global operations and contracts.
The firm has grown its rental fleet capacity to more than 200
units including a combination of rigsafe air compressors,
steam generators, large capacity heat exchangers and sand
filters.
Kieran White, Executive Director, said: “We have doubled
our turnover and our team in three years, now employing
more than 90 people globally. “
Minister for energy, enterprise and tourism, Fergus Ewing,
MSP, recently toured the Aberdeen facility and said:
“I’m delighted to see such significant commitment to
investment and congratulate Coates Offshore on their
growth achievements. I understand that there continues to
be a number of hurdles for small and medium sized firms to
expand overseas and I’m exceptionally keen to engage with
companies in the oil and gas sector to hear directly about
the opportunities and barriers which are faced.”

www.macresourcing.com
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The ultimate business
network
MINISTERIAL MEETING

MEMBER2MEMBER OFFERS

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce, IoD Aberdeen
and the Aberdeen Branch of the FSB members met recently
with Fergus Ewing, the Minister for Energy, Enterprise and
Tourism. Nearly 50 delegates discussed the upcoming draft
budget, APD, policy on public spending and the skills gap
on Tuesday August 28 at the Chamber office.

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce provides a
range of Member2Members offers for both employees and
businesses. From discounts on kitchens at Kutchenhaus
to dinner, bed & breakfast at The Marcliffe Hotel and Spa
and from vending machines to IT support, visit the Member
Offers 2012 section of the Chamber website to take full
advantage of these savings.

MEMBERSHIP RECOGNITION

W

e continued with our Membership Recognition Awards
in September and acknowledged Swan & Company
(Marine Surveyors) Ltd, Workplace Office Furniture Ltd
and Enterprise Engineering Services Ltd for their 15 years
continual membership.
COMPANY HEALTHCARE
Not every business is the same so Westfield Health, one of
the Chamber’s benefit providers, don’t offer ‘one size fits
all’ employee healthcare solutions. Instead, they’ve designed
a versatile range of innovative and great value healthcare
products, so you can choose the right plan for your company.

For more information please visit:
www.agcc.co.uk/members/membership/member-offers-2012/
BE PART OF THE ULTIMATE BUSINESS NETWORK
In 2012 Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce will
deliver over 100 events as part of the ‘ultimate business
network’ and strive to give all our members the opportunity
to develop their business, participate in a range of networking
events and delve into issues affecting North-east Scotland.
As a Chamber member you receive discounted rates to our
portfolio of events including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Breakfasts
City Connections
Shire Connections
Speed Networking
Lunch ‘n’ Learns
Open Doors Day
Women in Business

The Chamber Primary Health Plan has been developed in
partnership with Chambers of Commerce and encourages
your employees to be proactive about their health by
providing money back towards their essential healthcare.
The plan also provides access to an Employee Assistance
Programme (EAP), including face to face counselling
and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) sessions, and
online Personal Health Risk Assessments. And with both a
consultation benefit and stand alone scanning service, your
employees can experience a comprehensive diagnostic
service.

We also provide a comprehensive event management
service for members from seminars to product launches and
lunch ‘n’ learns to drinks receptions. For more information,
contact our Events Team on 01224 343922 or eMail events@
agcc.co.uk.

What the Chamber Plan could do for you:

REFER A MEMBER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve staff productivity, motivation and morale
Help to recruit, retain and reward your staff
Present a valuable employee benefit
Help as part of pay negotiations
Help to reduce absenteeism and related costs
May help employees with stress related problems
Lower the risk of stress and musculoskeletal litigation in
conjunction with a robust stress policy and line manager
training

Visit www.westfieldhealth.com for more information.

MEMBERSHIP

Seona Shand
Head of Membership

Our Refer a Member scheme has helped strengthen the
tailored benefits and services available to our members.
A greater network of organisations creates a louder voice
when campaigning on your behalf on issues affecting the
local business community. We are asking existing members
to act as ambassadors for the Chamber by referring a
business (currently a non-member) they feel would benefit
from the business support offered.
Should the referral sign up for membership one of the
following rewards can be selected: a web button, free of
charge for one month or a free place at one of our networking
events, excluding Northern Star Business Awards. To refer
a company, please contact membership@agcc.co.uk with
details.
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Investing in youth
A

NEWS

berdeen’s newest
offshore
survival
training centre Survivex,
has launched “Survivex
for
Schools”
and
welcomed pupils from
Harlaw Academy for
an interactive activity
based careers seminar.

George
Green,
Managing Director of
the company, has set up
the scheme because of
George Green, Survivex
the need for the oil and
gas industry to invest in
the next generation of workers and produce a sustainable
workforce for the future.
George has been in the industry since 1984 and he said:
“The oil and gas industry has given me a varied and exciting
career. Through Survivex for Schools I want to encourage
youngsters to view the oil industry as an attractive career
prospect and ultimately to bridge the skills gap which has
become so apparent.”
Already a number of local schools have signed up for the
project which will give students an insight into what to
expect when undertaking the essential survival training
which is compulsory for all offshore workers. As well as a
tour of the facility, they will be involved in a range of activities,
including a survival craft launch, a simple rigging and lifting
exercise, and will have the opportunity to experience the
North Sea at its fiercest in Scotland’s only environmental
effects theatre.

Windowofopportunity
NorDan Uk Ltd, has created three new jobs in its regional
office in Greenwell Road Aberdeen The firm is a leader in
the UK market for the production and supply of high quality
Scandinavian timber windows and composite door.
Founded in Moi, Norway in 1926, the firm first exported
windows to the UK almost 30 years ago to Aberdeen and
expanded from there across the rest of the UK. Scotland
was an obvious market for high quality windows which
protect from harsh winter temperatures and give air and
water tightness.
This year it appointed Gordon Mitchell as its regional director
in Aberdeen and invested almost £2m in premises, making a
firm commitment to the North-east.
NorDan UK Ltd has also opened a new office in Stirling,
where the UK managing director Alex Brown is located and
the finance team headed up by financial director Gillian
Irvine.
Three new appointments include Michael Moir, who spent
the last 43 years with Hall & Tawse in the North east. Two
new trainee project co-ordinators have also been appointed
– Douglas Archibald (26) and Iain Rodger (19) - both from
Aberdeen.
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Proserv growth
Energy production technology services company Proserv
has increased its turnover from NOK 1,000 million (approx
£109 million) to more than NOK 1,800 million (approx £196
million) over the last 12 months.
The company’s success is mirrored in Scandinavia where
Proserv has seen revenues grow by more than 18% from
NOK 228 million (approx £25 million) to NOK 269 million
(approx £29 million). The employee level has outstripped
current growth as the company positions itself to deliver a
number of recent major project awards yet to be reflected
in the top line numbers.
Proserv’s evolution in Scandinavia and internationally
has been reinforced by its acquisition earlier this year of
Weatherford’s Subsea Controls subsidiaries which included
the firm’s research and development centre in Trondheim,
Norway.
David Lamont, Proserv’s chief executive officer, said: “The
exceptional growth of Proserv is another key milestone in
the company’s success story, clearly demonstrating our
position as a leading provider of production technology
services not just in Scandinavia, but on a global scale.”
He said the investment the company has committed to a
purpose built facility in Stavanger will significantly enhance
its design, build and service capability to meet growing
demands.

Crisis course
Altor Risk Group, which specialises in offshore crisis
resolution, has launched a three day crisis intervention skills
and protester response course targeted at those working
offshore.
The training, which will be led by former police negotiators
drawing from their combined 50 years’ experience of dealing
with hundreds of such situations, aims to raise awareness of
ways to successfully resolve flashpoint situations. Setting
of strategy, suicide intervention, communication skills, use
of force, demands, deadlines and threats, working with an
intermediary, influencing behaviour, protester response and
police expectations will be covered in the course.
A number of former police negotiators have devised and are
involved in the event which culminates in a half day exercise
where delegates put their newly acquired skills to the test in
a mock emergency situation.
Former police officer Tom Marchbank is a Project Manager
at Altor and developed the Offshore Crisis Intervention Skills
Course after identifying a shortage of knowledge among
those offshore who may be required to deal directly with a
person in crisis.
He said: “There is an acknowledgement from companies
that incidents had occurred on their installations in the past.
Sadly, some tragic incidents may have been prevented if
there had been appropriate intervention.
“The Emergency Preparedness Offshore Liaison Group
(EPOL) agreed there needs to be suitable personnel trained
to deal with people in an emotional crisis offshore until
support can be obtained from the police.”
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£10 million and rising Banking on business

Jennifer Young,
Ledingham Chalmers

cottish
law
firm
L e d i n g h a m
Chalmers has broken
the £10 million turnover
barrier for the first time
since becoming an LLP.
The
firm
and
its
subsidiary,
Golden
Square
Wealth
Management, secured
a 4.7% increase in
turnover to £10.4million,
supported by expansion
including the opening
of a new base in Stirling.
Group profits totalled
£3.8m, an increase of
2.8% on 2010/11.

Ledingham Chalmers increased turnover in its private client
and corporate departments, by 9.7% and 8.6% respectively
on the previous year with transactional activity in the latter
showing signs of slow recovery toward levels seen prerecession.

The British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) has published a
paper setting out the detailed case for the establishment of
a state-backed British Business Bank.
The BCC’s long-standing call for the creation of a business
bank received a boost when both Chancellor George
Osborne and Business Secretary Vince Cable announced
that their departments were considering the creation
of a new bank to improve the flow of credit to small and
medium-sized businesses.
The new BCC paper, entitled The Case for a British Business
Bank, says that a new state-backed business bank would
be a clear first port of call for all viable companies seeking
growth finance.
It would complement, not cannibalise, existing banks and
other lenders, with commercial lenders having a first right
of refusal on all applications received by the business bank.
It suggests it would particularly help dynamic and fastgrowing companies, many of which report difficulty
accessing finance, as well as addressing “discouraged
demand” among some existing bank customers.

The firm also marked 20 years of service to the business
community of the Highlands and Islands during the year.

It is proposed that it should have its own infrastructure to
rigorously assess risk and return, rather than depend on the
increasingly risk-averse culture of commercial banks.

Costs for the year, to March 31, 2012, were contained at
£6.2m – the same figure reported in the previous period, as
the firm maintained its overall headcount of 143 staff.

According to the paper it would be possible for it to open for
business by the end of this Parliament and have a positive
effect on the UK’s growth prospects for decades to come.

Jennifer Young, who succeeded David Laing as chairman of
Ledingham Chalmers in January 2012, said: “We recognise
that we cannot stand still, in terms of how we organise and
manage our business and how we maintain and increase our
market share.”

Heartening effort

The firm opened an office at United Auctions’ Stirling
Agriculture Centre earlier this year, mirroring its presence
at the North-east of Scotland’s largest mart at Thainstone.

Happy anniversary
An Aberdeen based social enterprise which supports
individuals affected by homelessness and other social
challenges has just celebrated its fifth year anniversary.
Iceberg CIC was set up as a trading company by local
charity Aberdeen Cyrenians in 2008 to generate income for
the organisation and support individuals looking to develop
skills and enhance their chances of gaining employment.
Iceberg print and design offers a full range of graphic design
solutions, from concept to branding and imagery as well as
an extensive range of printed products from business cards,
manuals, booklets, promotional materials to large format
printing banners and pop ups.
Trading has increased every year since conception and
several trainees have gained entry into further education
and other employment.
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A fundraising campaign to raise £300,000 to build a new
social housing development in Portlethen has been launched
by Cornerstone.
The “Home Is Where The Heart Is” appeal aims to raise
enough money, with additional funding from the Scottish
Government, to build six flats which will allow six people
with disabilities from the local area to enjoy a home of their
own.
Each flat will use the latest technology to allow the people
who live there to be supported by Cornerstone staff and
feel safe while maintaining a good level of independence.
The properties will also be equipped to deal with residents’
changing needs.
Members of the local business community, including
representatives from CNR International, Williamson &
Dunn and The Wood Group, attended a business breakfast
where they were given a presentation on Corporate Social
Responsibility by Dana Petroleum CEO, Dr Marcus Richards,
and shown a DVD on ways they can get involved with the
campaign.
With the support of Aberdeenshire Council, the land for the
flats has now been secured and the focus is now on raising
the necessary funds to begin building.
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Referendum impact
O

il and gas operators and contractors are being asked
for the second time if the planned independence
referendum and its possible consequences is affecting their
investment decisions.

NEWS

Over the last four decades, £468 billion has been invested
in exploring for, developing and producing the UK’s oil and
gas reserves and the 17th Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce Oil and Gas Survey, sponsored by leading
law firm Bond Pearce, will try to determine any trends in
sentiment about the prospect of the 2014 Referendum
having any impact on future plans.
A wide range of operator, contractor and service companies
have been invited to participate in this well established
and highly regarded survey which has just been launched.
Feedback will be used to track sector performance and
to understand the issues faced by respondents within the
sector and in particular how these relate to and impact
upon the wider business community that the Chamber
represents.
Bob Collier, Chamber Chief Executive said: “Our aim is to
gauge the trends within the sector looking at both optimism
and order books in the UKCS and overseas and how this
crucial industry impacts on the performance of the wider
business community. In this survey we will, for the first time,
also look at whether or not the independence issue will
affect investor intent in the North Sea.
“We also pick up again on the skills issue and on diversification
into renewables. Our time-series information about skills
issues affecting the sector in illuminating and gives us a
good sense of the impact this had on the industry, so it will
be interesting to see if anything has changed one year on.”
Kenny Paton, partner with Bond Pearce said: “Bond Pearce,
like every business which is embedded in the energy sector,
eagerly awaits the results of this survey which is vital to help
plan for a sustainable future. This was the first survey to look
at the impact of the proposed devolution referendum on
business decisions and it will be fascinating to see if that has
changed over the course of the summer.
“The survey will also provide key information on challenging
areas such as recruitment retention and remuneration which
could help guide company strategies. We hope it will also
cast some light on the hopes and commitment of traditional
oil and gas firms to move into the renewables sector.
“Oil and gas is the cornerstone of North-east prosperity
and has a significant impact on the Scottish economy. The
knowledge provided by the survey underpins all of this and
will help ensure the industry continues to sustain Aberdeen
and its population into the future.”
The survey, carried out independently by the Fraser of
Allander Institute, represents the views of a wide range
of companies, from major multinational operators and
contractors to SMEs with much fewer staff and budgets.
Questionnaires will be sent to contacts this week, and the
survey will be published in November.
The results of previous surveys can be viewed on the
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce website at
www.agcc.co.uk/research-policy
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News in brief
Aberdeenshire-based oilfield service company ROMAR
International has entered a two year representative
agreement with STEP Oiltools, valued at £650,000.
The agreement will involve STEP Oiltools promoting
ROMAR’s range of magnetic separation products in
South East Asia, which is a key region for ROMAR.
Viking SeaTech has had two large contracts wins with
Shell and Santos in Australia which means the Aberdeen-headquartered company now works with all
major operators in Australia.
The services agreements are in collaboration with Shell
Development Pty Ltd, and Santos, one of Australia’s
largest oil and gas exploration and production
companies. Viking SeaTech will work in conjunction
with Shell for the next three years, with options for two
further one year extensions.
Chartered surveyor DM Hall has announced the
appointment of Barry McGhee as associate director to
head up the building surveying team based in Aberdeen.
In his new role Barry will be involved in the provision
of a wide spectrum of building surveying services
throughout the north of Scotland to include schedules of
condition and dilapidations, contract administration for
fit-out works and extensions, space planning, planned
preventative maintenance schedules, development
monitoring, defect diagnosis and building advice.
Offshore accommodation specialist, HB Rentals, has
secured contracts worth in excess of £200,000 for
modules on platforms in the North Sea and Spain.
The contracts have been agreed with various companies
including Weatherford International, Transmark EDS,
Entier, Expro, and Geoservices.

For all Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews

Major milestone
Dron & Dickson, specialist in design, supply and maintenance
of hazardous area electrical equipment has achieved a major
milestone with the successful completion of five years work
without incident for Nexen Petroleum UK Ltd.
Work was conducted Nexen’s UK North Sea assets Scott/
Telford and Buzzard and involved almost 350,000 person
hours over the course of the five years.
In that time there have been zero health and safety
incidents within the Dron & Dickson Ex maintenance team,
which has been responsible for the inspection of hazardous
area-certified equipment and the provision of electrical
and inspection services, many by the use of rope access
techniques, to meet operational requirements.
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Green crown

Grim warning
Aberdeen Airport Managing Director Derek Provan has
warned that future development around the airport could be
put at risk by a lack of investment in the already congested
road system.

Kate Moloney,(L) Miss UK Green Queen, presents Lauren Milton,
with Scottish Green Champion award

Inverurie-based Élan Hair Design has been crowned Scottish
Green Champion at the Green Apple Awards for Scotland.
Lauren Milton, salon co-ordinator at Élan, collected the
award at the ceremony at Edinburgh Castle.
Élan will now travel to the House of Commons next month
to compete against firms from across the UK at the Green
Hero Awards.
Owners Lorna and Gordon Milton run Élan Hair Design with
their daughters Lanice and Lauren. The business, established
more than 40 years ago, has a staff of 14.
Following a £250,000 investment in its West High Street
salon, Élan has incorporated a multitude of environmentallyfriendly initiatives including photovoltaic panels, an airsource heat pump and carbon-neutral furniture.

01224 774660
www.apc-overnight.com
Timed Delivery
Next Day Deliveries
Air & Road Service to Ireland
Saturday Delivery
Fragile & Security Service
No Surcharge to Scottish Highlands
The APC Overnight Network is unique - not a franchise
or a faceless corporate, it’s owned and run by
independent local delivery specialists connected into
a strong managed system

For more information please call

APC, Thistle Couriers on 01224 774660
or email: info@thistlecouriers.com

Earlier this year Manchester Airport unveiled plans to create
its own Airport City - a £659 million business centre which
is expected to create 13,000 jobs and will be the first of its
kind in the UK.
Mr Provan said: “My ambition working in sync with current
and proposed developments in and around the airport, and
in line with the AWPR project, is to help create Scotland’s
first Airport City here in Aberdeen.”
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He set out his ambition to create an Airport City to Aberdeen
City and Shire Economic Future (ACSEF). The concept is that
the airport will act as a catalyst for commercial, residential
and leisure developments and become a destination in its
own right – a place to work, shop, meet, do business and fly.
Examples include Hong Kong and Singapore in the Far East,
and Amsterdam and Frankfurt in Europe.

He reaffirmed BAA’s plans – recently outlined in the airport’s
draft Master Plan – to invest £100 million over the next two
decades, including soon to be announced plans to expand
the terminal building.
“A successful, expanding airport is good for the business
community and the wider economy, supporting employment
and economic development,” he said.
“Aberdeen Airport already contributes around £126 million
a year to the Scottish economy and supports almost 3,900
jobs across Scotland. By 2030, an additional 1,100 jobs are
expected to be created as a result of future development,
with more than 900 of those in the City and Shire.”

Premier league
W

ork is underway on the site at Aberdeen airport which
will be the location for Whitbread’s sixth North-east
Premier Inn bringing its stock of rooms to almost 650 and
create 80 new jobs.
In charge of the team is Craig White who started his
hospitality career as a 16-year-old schoolboy when, he
secured a part time job as a kitchen assistant in Portlethen’s
restaurant and Premier Inn, the Mains of Balquharn.
Now he is the Whitbread’s cluster general manager, in
charge of one of the largest hotel operations in the city.
Premier Inn Aberdeen currently has 493 bedrooms and
employs more than 200 staff. The new 150 bedroom airport
hotel is scheduled to open in January 2014 and plans are
also underway for two more hotels in the next five years,
one to the north of the city, and another in the city.
His first management position was at the Mill of Mundurno
near Murcar and he worked in Littlehampton, Hastings,
Eastbourne and the Midlands before returning to Aberdeen.
Craig said: “Whitbread has provided me with a great career
through its management development programmes and it
is my primary focus to ensure that the development of my
people is at the forefront of everything we do.”
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Protectionism on the Rise
Julien Masse,
International Business
Team Leader

J
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

ust when we thought the present financial crisis was
easing comes news from the recent G20 Summit in
Mexico that the widespread implementation of restrictive
trade barriers between countries is delaying the recovery of
the global economies.
Many economies have stabilised and some have even
begun to recover since the last quarter of 2010 so one
could reasonably expect that this changing environment
may be sufficient for governments to relax their position
on protecting their industries from foreign commercial
competition.
In reality, this does not seem to have happened with few
countries as yet choosing to dismantle legislation imposed
as a knee jerk reaction to the global financial crisis.
Fuelling Trade Wars
Protectionism is defined as the erecting of trade barriers by
countries aiming to protect their indigenous industries and
produced goods from external international competition. The
EU recently reported a staggering increase in protectionism
around the world with 123 new trade restrictions introduced
over the last 8 months, a rise of over 25 %.
These barriers take many forms, some overt and some less so
but each discriminatory element is generally acknowledged
as having a detrimental effect on the free open trade
necessary between countries to resurrect struggling
economies and the creation of new jobs.
Such barriers sends entirely the wrong signals to global
trading partners, to investors, and the general business
community which relies on a predictable business climate.
It’s not only the potential closure of a market to a potential
exporter but the tit for tat mentality that often associates
itself with such an action. Countries who have been victims
of protectionist barriers often retaliate by introducing their
own import barriers so completing the circle and sowing the
seeds of a full scale trade war.
Some barriers are more sophisticated involving costly trade
conformity assessments and complex certification processes
which go beyond conventional international practices and
requirements.
The EU is presently monitoring 32 counties for introducing
kalewater_strip
advert:
Amend foreign
3 5/4/09
15:45 Page 1
unfair
trade barriers
on potential
exporters.

Currency Manipulation
The United States and China have been at loggerheads
for years over the true exchange valuation of the Chinese
Renminbi currency. The US has long argued that by not
allowing the Renminbi to float at open market rates it favours
the cost of Chinese exports to the US and Europe and makes
their own domestically produced goods uncompetitive to
the consumer.
China counter argues that a stable Renminbi keeps China’s
prices stable, deters speculation, controls inflation and
promotes sustainable growth.
For those on the receiving end of such a policy the economic
effects can have a serious weakening of their Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) figures.
The US Government has come under intense pressure
to retaliate by introducing new trade taxes, quotas and
tariffs on foreign imports to safeguard their own domestic
production and manufacturing base and to kick start their
own stagnant economy to generate more new jobs.
Threat to Growth
Herein lies the dilemma. Any protectionist action can only
be seen as a short term political measure and not a cure for
a long term economic malaise. If allowed to go unchecked
protectionism can lead to global trade wars as country after
country erects market barriers to the smooth flow of trade.
Ultimately, these mounting frictions can produce a total
system collapse in which the global economy simply stops
growing, as it did in the 1970’s.
Such impediments to free trade threaten to breed social and
political instability and ultimately bring nations into conflict.
The unintended consequences of protectionism would be
harmful for people living in industrially developed countries
but for emerging economies the long term effects and
outcomes would be catastrophic.
Protectionism attempts to stop change. But change is
inevitable. Trying to maintain the status quo by pretending
that any change is threatening and unwelcome is a recipe
for stagnation and isolation.
The only constant thing in the next few years will be change
and those countries that embrace this ideology are going to
be best placed to ride out the storm.

8 ALBANY STREET EDINBURGH EH1 3QB SCOTLAND T +44 (0)131 473 2383 w w w @kalew ater.co.uk info@kalewater.co.uk
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ADVERTISEMENT
Financial Planning for Executives

How to access
impartial financial
advice?

How we can help
At LEBC we can provide you with the peace of mind
and professional guidance which free you of your
financial concerns and allow you to focus on your
organisational requirements. Whether you are thinking
about reviewing your pension or require help with cash
management aspects, we are here to help.

It's often difficult for senior
executives to find the time to
consider personal finances.
With so much pressure on
company finances and so
many wealth managers,
financial institutions and
websites offering services,
finding the right personal
advice that doesn't focus on
selling can be difficult.

Our Financial Planning Services for Executives include:

Next Steps

• Goal-based plans
• Tax compliance
• Employee Benefits advice including share schemes
and company pensions
• Advice for executives on changes to employment law
• Individual tax returns
• Cash and portfolio management
• Reviews of family trusts, wills and powers of attorney
• Reviews of health and personal insurances
• Reviews of existing pension plans by specialists
• Career and pre-retirement planning

‘Impartial Financial
Solutions for individuals
and organisations from
an Inspiring, Caring and
Trusted partner’

Our solutions are highly personalised and are tailored to
meet your requirements.

For an initial free consultation, or to find out
more about how LEBC can help you, please
contact Nigel Harding DipPFS, LEBC Group.

Mobile: 07799 478 272
E-mail: nigelharding@lebc-group.com
Website: www.lebc-group.com

Specialist investment managers
Brooks Macdonald Asset Management is a private client investment manager.
We specialise in building and managing portfolios for
individuals, pension funds, charities and trusts.
To find out more about our services please contact Richard Allison:
T: 0131 240 3900

E: edinburgh@brooksmacdonald.com

www.brooksmacdonald.com/am

Brooks Macdonald Asset Management Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Registered in England No 3417519. Company Registered Office: 111 Park Street, Mayfair, London, W1K 7JL.
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Brave triplets

Port study
Aberdeen Harbour Board has launched a major feasibility
study into the potential expansion of facilities at the port.
Continued growth in traffic and cargos, as well as an
increase in the size of the vessels has prompted the study,
as projections indicate that Aberdeen Harbour will remain
the principal port for the oil and gas sector in the North Sea
and West of Shetland.

Three-year-old triplets Jack, Cameron and Liam Noble at
Tolquhon Castle, Aberdeenshire

V

isitors to historic Tolquhoun Castle in Aberdeenshire had
to do a treble take when three-year-old triplets Jack,
Cameron and Liam Noble dropped in for a Brave-themed
photoshoot to promote VisitScotland’s new Movie Map.
Just like Hamish, Harris and Hubert in the new Disney•Pixar
movie, the real-life brothers are full of fun and mischief.
Tolquhoun Castle, owned by Historic Scotland, is one
of hundreds of locations all over Scotland to feature in
VisitScotland’s Brave Movie Map, which highlights some of
the castles, myths and landscapes that inspired Disney•Pixar
during the making of their animated blockbuster.
The map, which is now available free of charge in VisitScotland
Information Centres throughout the country, is divided into
regions, allowing visitors to follow in similar footsteps to
Merida - the flame-haired heroine voiced by Scottish actress
Kelly Macdonald - and her triplet brothers.

Aberdeen Harbour is one of the UK’s most well-connected
ports and the centre of activity for the energy industry’s
marine operations in north-west Europe. With trading links
to more than 40 countries, the port is key to sustaining
the commercial growth of the region and is a vital part of
Scotland’s transport infrastructure.
The study, involving external consultancies working
alongside the Harbour’s management team, is designed to
explore the future requirements of present and potential
port users while also assessing what could be physically
provided in order that a comprehensive and clear business
case can be considered. The initial findings are expected in
the new year.
Aberdeen Harbour chief executive, Colin Parker said: “Over
the last 10 years we have witnessed considerable growth in
the size of ships using the port and there is scope for even
larger vessels requiring berths in the future.”

Queens award
Casing
accessory
and
completion tool company
Downhole Products has been
presented with a Queen’s
Award for Enterprise - the
second time the company
has received the award.

As part of VisitScotland’s unique partnership with Disney,
which encourages tourism businesses to take advantage
of the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity the movie represents,
the national tourism organisation also has around 1,000
“Brave travel experiences” on its dedicated Brave website www.visitscotland.com/brave. The experiences are tailored
packages put together by tourism businesses all over Scotland.

ESS increase
Energy technology company, Ecosse Subsea Systems, (ESS)
has increased the size of its engineering division in response
to client demand for specialist engineering packages.
Carol Kinghorn & Ian Kirk

Aberdeen-based ESS specialises in trenching, deepwater
installation and subsea lifting technologies for the oil and gas,
marine and renewable industries, and has a range of patented
technologies in development.
The new division will complement ESS’s well established
consultancy service and will be headed up by chartered
engineers David Hunt and Faris Lutfy.

NEWS

The harbour has also been outlined as a potential hub for
offshore wind developments within the National Renewables
Infrastructure Plan and is expected to play an important
and strategic role in the decommissioning sector.

During a recent visit to the
company’s
headquarters
the Lord Lieutenant of
Kincardineshire
Carol
Kinghorn
presented
Downhole
Products
Managing Director Ian Kirk
with a piece of glassware to
mark the award.

It recognises the company’s outstanding achievement in
overseas trade which has seen revenue grow 134% in the last
three years, surpassing performance which led to Downhole
Products’ previous Queen’s Award.

Over 700 clients trust us to be their
payroll partner, do you? Aberdeen's
favourite payroll solution.

www.activpayroll.com
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Fast track funding
Chamber offers opportunity for members

A

s part of a number of new tailored services and benefits
being made available to members the Chamber has
established a partnership which will open up a new avenue
for finance - and at preferential rates.

The loans to businesses are made up of small amounts of
money from hundreds of different people who compete to
lend to them, enabling the businesses to borrow at a highly
competitive rate.

Funding Circle is an online marketplace which aims to
provide businesses with fast access to finance and offer
investors better returns.

Bob Collier, Chief Executive of Aberdeen & Chamber of
Commerce, recently highlighted the restrictions many local
businesses find themselves under, particularly when looking
for finance.

The business was set up in 2010 to remove the high costs
and complexity in financial services by cutting out the banks.
Rather than borrowing from one large lender, Funding Circle
enables hundreds of people to lend their money directly to
businesses.
The concept is straightforward: groups of people looking to
lend their money are connected with a business looking for
access to fast and convenient finance.
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“The Constraints to Business Survey, conducted as part
of North East Business Week, identified that the cost of
finance and access to finance is an ongoing issue. We’re
pleased to have agreed a partnership that not only opens
up an additional avenue to finance, but one that provides
members with a preferential rate on fees. This will no doubt
provide value to our members but may also provide a vital
boost to the regional economy over time.”
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According to HM Treasury the top five high street banks
make up 92% of all small business lending. Funding Circle
says that with such a concentration of lending by so few
providers small businesses have limited finance options and
can’t access bond markets like larger businesses.

“The banks keep telling everyone they want to lend more,
but the reality is that many business owners are desperate
to access finance and the banks won’t help them. We believe
new routes to finance, like Funding Circle, offer a better
solution for business owners.

Small, local businesses are the unsung heroes and driving
force of the UK economy employing 60% of the private
sector workforce and generating 50% of the UK’s GDP, but
many face enormous difficulty securing finance.

“These are exciting times for Funding Circle. We are hopeful
the Government will start lending to businesses through our
platform this year and in 2013 we expect to increase the size
of loans we accept up to £1 million.”

Funding Circle loans range from £5,000 to £500,000 over
one, three or five years and businesses typically access their
money in 12 days, significantly faster than through traditional
routes.

To apply for a loan businesses complete a short application
form which takes approximately 30 minutes. They provide
information about their business, including key financial
details, management structure of the business and number
of staff employed.

Senior policy makers in the Bank of England have announced
their support and the Government has also recognised the
impact it could have.
As part of the Budget in March the Chancellor announced
plans to channel £100m directly to businesses through
alternative, non-bank channels, such as Funding Circle.
Businesses across Britain have been using Funding Circle
for a wide range of purposes, from new asset purchases, to
expansion plans, to raising further working capital.
Lomond Pharmacy, a Fife-based group of pharmacies,
recently completed an £80,000 loan with Funding Circle to
generate cash flow and fund growth. This has enabled the
business to strengthen its financial position and plan ahead
for the future.
Raymond Kelly, Director of Lomond Pharmacy, was looking
to open a fourth pharmacy. After several months of
conversations with the banks, he discovered Funding Circle
which offered exactly the solution the company was looking
for.
“It offered a fast and flexible business loan to bring our
expansion plans to life,” he said. “Before we applied the only
other option we were being offered by the banks was invoice
financing, which was expensive and completely unsuitable
for our business.
“We were able to present our business case directly to
investors and let the people who were actually investing their
money decide if they wanted to lend. The whole process
was straightforward and very fair - something you don’t
associate with business finance these days. I like to think of
it as a reverse eBay where people are bidding to invest in
ideas and people rather than buying a product. Importantly,
you don’t give away any equity in the business as the loan
and interest are paid back in monthly instalments.
“The fact that you know your money is being put up by real
people who are prepared to back you with their own hardearned cash is fantastic. It restores your faith in people and
is a refreshing way to conduct business. I don’t know why
someone didn’t think of it years ago.”
James Meekings, co-founder of Funding Circle, said:
“Without access to funding businesses with huge potential,
such as Lomond Pharmacy, simply can’t grow. We are proud
to have been able to help Lomond and hundreds of other
businesses across Britain.

Any business looking to borrow money must be a limited
company with at least two years of accounts posted with
Companies House and with a strong credit score.
Businesses which pass the initial application stage are
then reviewed by Funding Circle’s credit assessment team.
Funding Circle uses many of the same credit checks as the
high street banks and successful businesses are given a risk
band from “good” to “excellent” which helps investors to
choose which businesses to lend to.
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The mechanism has caught the attention of business owners,
with more than £45 million lent to small businesses in two
years.

Once a business has been approved, business owners post
their loan request page which provides details to investors
about why the business is looking for finance and what it will
do with the money.
People lend small amounts to lots of different businesses to
spread their risk. Rates are set by investors themselves who
bid to become part of the loan by offering an interest rate
on their money.
Of benefit to businesses is the fact there is no early
repayment fee, the fee structure is simple and money can
be borrowed quickly.
“Funding Circle is not alone in offering new routes to finance
for small businesses,” said Mr Meekings, co-founder at
Funding Circle.
“There is a multitude of new internet-based businesses
offering innovative solutions for small business owners.
For younger businesses looking for early stage finance,
there are equity based crowd-funding sites, while invoice
financing companies which help to eradicate the issue of
late payments by enabling small businesses to auction off
their invoices are also growing in stature.
“Banks will always exist, in one form, or another, but they
are no longer the cure-all for every requirement a business
now has.
“Increasingly owners are becoming aware that there is
genuine choice when it comes to looking for finance and
that they no longer need to have an exclusive relationship
with one provider.”
Members of the AGCC are eligible for a preferential rate on
loans taken out through Funding Circle. To read more on this
offer or the criteria for taking out one of these loans, visit
the benefits and services page of our website or contact
Funding Circle directly on 0800 098 8728, quoting “AGCC”.
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Susan Staniforth,
Commercial Training Manager
(maternity cover)

Get your career
on the right
course

INHOUSE SUCCESS

CURRICULUM FOR EXCELLENCE FOR EVERYONE

W
TRAINING

e have noticed an increase
this year in companies
taking
advantage
of
our
competitive rates for InHouse
courses. This is where we deliver
tailored subject matter so that
clients can have a programme
of training specific to their
business objectives and goals
as well as individuals Personal
Development Plans.

Recently the Chamber VQ Team attended an enjoyable
Careers Fair at Fraserburgh Academy. Attendance by
participants at these events is organised by a Chamber
Member company, Ideas in Partnership, and includes
training providers and local businesses who wish to raise
awareness of career opportunities for young people in years
S4, S5 and S6.

It is possible to take several courses and adopt a “pick and
mix” approach to course delivery where we can spend
longer on some subjects and skim over others depending
on the time available and particular requirements.

Between the afternoon sessions, a short presentation on
the Curriculum for Excellence was delivered by the school
rector, James Noble, to an audience of approximately 50
contributors. The question was asked, “What do employers
know about the National Curriculum for Excellence, and
how will they be able to distinguish between National 3, 4,
5, and GCSE / Highers qualifications?” From those present,
hardly anyone knew about these new qualifications!

In many cases the cost of the training itself is not as
expensive as the cost of people being out of the business.
By having a tailored training programme split over weeks
or even months it means personnel are only out for a day
at a time.

With the first school leavers due to enter the jobs market
with National 4s and 5s in June 2014, and the first young
people achieving the new Highers leaving school from 2015,
there is an urgent need for employers to be well informed of
the new qualifications structure.

Almost any course can be tailored and delivered as a
company course but most popular of late have been:

Curriculum for Excellence is energising learning and
teaching in Scotland, making it more relevant to the modern
world and giving young people the skills, knowledge and
understanding they need to succeed in learning, life and
work.

TIME MANAGEMENT
This means that all the delegates are able to follow the same
agreed processes and rules for managing time and then
bringing about greater efficiencies within the organisation.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Many organisations have noticed direct profit improvements
as a result of project management training and more so
because of a team approach to delivery.
ESSENTIAL MANAGERS AND ESSENTIAL SUPERVISORS
These are our most popular courses being delivered as part
of our public schedule and InHouse. By having a structured
approach to supervisory and management training which
incorporates the company values enormous benefits have
resulted in the short term as well as much longer periods.
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George Brand,
Vocational Training Manager

Curriculum for Excellence is the vehicle to enable the school
journey, and beyond, to be innovative, ambitious, relevant
and supportive to each child’s own talents. It allows schools
to focus on the individual learner and develop the skills
within and beyond the classroom that will benefit both the
learner and the wider Scottish economy.
Following requests from various quarters, including parents,
employers and the Community Learning and Development
sector, the Scottish Government and its partners have
produced a new fact file to provide parents, employers
and learners with a summary of the key features of the
Curriculum for Excellence.

Our courses can be delivered at client’s sites, 3rd party
venues or here at our new tailor made premises where we
can comfortably accommodate 12 delegates on each course.

The Scottish Qualifications Authority has likewise produced
similar information for employers, with an easy to read
Guide to the New National Qualifications for Employers,
which can be downloaded as a ‘pdf’ file at www.sqa.org.uk/
curriculumforexcellence identifying and comparing the old
and new qualifications structure.

For details of our public courses, tailored courses or
room hire please contact Susan Staniforth 01224 343917
susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk

Further information may be obtained from members of the
VQ Team by contacting George Brand on 01224 343914 or
at george.brand@agcc.co.uk
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Chamber
Diary
Business Breakfast Principal Sponsor:

Economic Business Breakfast in association with:

OCT

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

Tue 9

Developing and Implementing Strategy (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 9

PA’s Guide to Personal Effectiveness (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 11

Negotiating and Influencing Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 11

Northern Star Business Awards 2012

6.30pm – 12am

Boyd Orr Hall, AECC

Tue 16

Time Management (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Enhanced Communication Skills for Management (Training) 9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Cut out and keep

Thur 18
Tue 23

Introduction to Supply Chain Management (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 24

Understanding the Oil & Gas Industry (1/2 day) (Training)

9.15am – 12.30pm

AGCC

24 - 25

Introduction to Marketing (2 days) (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 25

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 30

Dealing with Difficult Employment Situations (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 30

Introduction to ISO 14001 (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 31

Coaching Skills for Managers (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 31

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 31

Finance – The Basics (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 31

Economic Business Breakfast

7 - 9am

Marcliffe Hotel & Spa

Thur 1

Granite Expo Breakfast

7.30 – 8.45am

Hilton Aberdeen Treetops

Thur 1

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 1

Improve Your Professional Confidence (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC
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Digital Print
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Life transition

NEWS

A

Dram fine centre

n
innovative
programme
which
aims to change the lives of
young people by helping
them
re-engage
with
education or employment
has won a prestigious
national health award.

Glenglassaugh Distillery, which reawakened 22 years after
being put into mothballs, has celebrated the start of another
chapter in its history – the launch of a brand new visitor
centre.

The Alternative Academy,
which has been designed
and
delivered
by
Transition Extreme and
Robert Gordon University
Grahame Paterson, Chief
(RGU), has won the
Executive,Transition Extreme
Education category of the
forthcoming Physical Activity and Health Alliance (PAHA)
Awards.

The centre has been created in what was the former
distillery office and revenue and customs office – one of the
“new” buildings which were added to the site in the 1960s.
It features a café, a tasting room where visitors can enjoy
a dram at the end of their tour, and a retail shop where the
entire range of Glenglassaugh range can be bought.

The Scottish PAHA is a network which engages people from
different sectors and professions involved in the promotion
of physical activity and health.
The Alternative Academy is a 12 week full-time training
programme for young people aged between 15 and 18 who
are currently - or at risk of becoming - disengaged from
traditional forms of education.
It uses adrenaline sports as a catalyst to re-engage
participants with education, increasing their confidence,
motivation and employability. During the programme,
students gain new skills in climbing, BMX, skateboarding or
in-line skating. Alongside this, they also undertake modules
which prepare them for their next step including CV writing
and interview skills, community awareness, and provide
additional accreditations and qualifications.

Three year contract

Although the distillery near Portsoy in Aberdeenshire has
been taking visitors on pre-booked tours since its relaunch
in 2009, this is its first dedicated visitor facility.

Glenglassaugh Distillery managing director Stuart Nickerson
says it was evident soon after the distillery restarted
production that a visitor centre was needed.
“Word quickly got around that we had reopened and
because we are just off the main road, a lot of people would
come up to the office and ask if they could have a tour or
buy whisky. We then introduced a series of pre-bookable
tours, which included everything from a fairly standard tour
about the history of the distillery and the distilling process,
through to The Ultimate Tour which is aimed at the real
aficionados as it includes tasting a wide range of single
malt whiskies, right up to the 40-year-old single cask which
retails at £1,500 per bottle.
“When Glenglassaugh was last open in the 1980s, distilleries
were only just realising the potential for visitor centres
and the interest in malt whisky, so there wasn’t an existing
building for us to work with.
“The solution was to convert the old revenue and customs
office into a tasting room, and to knock through into what
was the old staff office for the retail area and café. We are
incredibly proud that all of renovation work and fitting out
has been done in-house by our own maintenance team
member to a very impressive standard, and we hope that
it will really help to improve the overall visitor experience.”

SPEX success
Aberdeen based SPEX Services Ltd was first to cross the
finish line in the Scottish Business Insider Magazine’s Sprint
100 poll, which lists the top 100 growth companies in
Scotland.

Ian Neilson (centre left), Chief Engineer, Pipeline and Civil
Engineering BP, with STATS Group CEO Pete Duguid

STATS Group has been awarded a global frame agreement
by BP to provide pipeline isolation and intervention services.
The Aberdeen-based pipeline engineering specialist has
worked with BP in the past but this three year agreement
formalises the relationship covering all BP’s regional
business units.
Recent projects performed by STATS on BP assets include
workscopes in the North Sea, Azerbaijan, Angola and
Trinidad.
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The Sprint 100 listing consists of Scottish companies with
turnover between £500,000 and £7.5M, which have seen
the fastest growth over the past three years, and are in
profit.
SPEX took first place with turnover increasing by a 2,143%
to £7.2m since its incorporation just three years ago.
As well as being recognised for its phenomenal growth,
SPEX was acknowledged by Scottish Business Insider for its
development of an industry-leading range of products for
a major international oil company to combat critical issues
that can contribute to serious incidents offshore.
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NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER

Banford Consulting Ltd
Management system development; Engineering
Integrity Assurance; engineering support; QHSE
auditing; failure investigation; management
of third party QC inspection; supply chain
consultancy; training
Crichiebank Business Centre,
Mill Road,
Port Elphinstone,
Inverurie,
Aberdeenshire,
AB51 5NQ
t: 01467 894110
w: www.banforconsulting.com
e: sarah.berry@banfordconsulting.com
c: Sarah Berry -Business Support Specialist
Dundas Consultants Ltd
Technical and commercial consultancy services to
the upstream oil & gas industry
7 Queens Gardens,
Aberdeen,
AB15 4YD
t: 01224 619 252
w: www.dundasconsultants.com
e: richard@dundasconsultants.com
c: Richard Woodhouse - Director

Commsworld
Voice & data communications systems, voip,
structured cabling, M & E network services, call
billing & mobiles
Davidson House,
Innovation Park,
Aberdeen,
AB22 8GT
t: 01224 853545
w: www.commsworld.com
e: ianj@commsworld.com
c: Ian Johnstone - Northern Sales Director
Workplace Chaplaincy Scotland, Aberdeenshire
A confidential, caring service to people of all
faiths and none, in the work place, supporting
staff on personal or work related issues
c/o Aberdeen Citadel,
28 Castle Street,
Aberdeen,
AB11 5BG
t: 07508 654423
w: www.wpcscotland.co.uk
e: aharvey.wpcscotland@gmail.com
c: Rev Ali Harvey - City Centre Chaplain
SPD Ltd
An independent specialist well engineering
company with a wealth of experience in planning
and managing well operations worldwide
21 Golden Square,
Aberdeen,
AB10 1RE
t: 01224 650570
w: www.spdltd.com
e: Patrick.ODonnell@spdltd.com
c: Patrick O’Donnell – Business Development Manager

Blade Energy Partners Ltd
Oilfield consultancy - drilling, engineering
Wood Cottage,
Meikle Wartle,
Inverurie,
AB51 5BH
t: 01467 671800
w: www.blade-energy.com
e: jknight@blade-energy.com
c: Jeff Knight - Director
APSYS Risk Engineering Ltd
Risk Management Services: Technical safety,
Availability & Production optimisation, Reliability
& Maintenance, Supply Chain optimisation,
Human & Behavioural factors, Organisational
Performance: management systems, knowledge
management
Unit 3,
Dyce Avenue,
Kirkhill Estate,
Aberdeen,
AB21 0LQ
t: 01224 452880
w: www.apsysoilandgas.com
e: pierre.secher@apsys.eads.net
c: Pierre Secher - Business & Project Manager
Funding Circle
Business loans funded by real people, not banks.
Loans of £5k - £500k funded in days
99 Southwark Street,
London,
SE4 1DE
t: 020 7401 9111
w: www.fundingcircle.com
e: elizabeth@fundingcircle.com
c: Elizabeth Obee - Head of Business Marketing

NEW MEMBERS

Step Oiltools
Independent drilling waste management
company and distributor for all Derrick screens &
equipment
7 Queens Gardens,
Aberdeen,
AB15 4YD
t: 01224 619220
w: www.stepoiltools.com
e: scottkinghorn@stepoiltools.com
c: Scott Kinghorn - UK Service Manager

Health & Safety and Industry Skills Training
Accredited open and bespoke courses delivered
from our specialist training centre in Rosyth.
NEBOSH General Certificate
6 Nov 2012 – 26 Feb 2013 - £1,200
NEBOSH Environmental
21 Jan – 4 March 2013 - £850
NEBOSH Fire Safety and Risk Management
28 Jan – 4 March 2013 - £825
NEBOSH General Certificate in Construction
6 Nov 2012 – 26 Feb 2013 - £1,600
IOSH Managing Safely
5 Nov – 3 Dec 2012 (5 days) - £650
Alternative dates available
– view our full portfolio of courses online at
www.carnegiecollege.ac.uk/healthandsafety

Specialist Health and Safety Training
- delivered in partnership with industry specialists
Offshore Mandatory Training
Working at Heights
Rope Access and Technical Rescue
Working in Confined Spaces
Bespoke Training Solutions
- contact Shona Smith on 0844 248 0115 to
discuss how we can tailor our courses to your
individual requirements.

0844 248 0115
info@carnegiecollege.ac.uk
www.carnegiecollege.ac.uk/
healthandsafety
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“

HOT TOPIC

Who is your
Paralympics
hero? ”
The Paralympics Games in London was a wonderful showcase of talent and bravery and
there were so many extraordinary tales of success against all the odds. And while all of
the Paralympians are heroes as far as I’m concerned, there’s no doubt the performances of Neil
Fachie were something extra special from a North-east perspective. Not only did his gold medal
mean yet another wonderful gold painted post box in our area, but the fact he is a big Aberdeen
fan is another excellent reason for him to merit special mention. I know the club has invited Neil
to be a special guest at a forthcoming home match and I’m really looking forward to having the
opportunity to offer my congratulations personally.

Craig Brown, Manager, Aberdeen Football Club

My Paralympics hero is David Weir who won four medals in London 2012 and dominates in
every distance from 100m to the marathon.
As someone who has run several 10ks and who is currently training to run the Great North Run to
raise funds for NESS I am in awe of his ability to be world class at both sprinting and endurance
events.
I’m also motivated by the fact that I see how society disadvantages wheelchair users, athletes or
not, because of their lack of accessibility to places which others take for granted.
So when I’m struggling during a longer run, I just think that how lucky I am that at least I’ve got
the option to run.
Neil Skene , Fundraising Co-ordinator with North East Scotland Sensory Services. Neil is totally blind and in
his spare time is Scotland’s only blind stand up comedian and after dinner speaker

I first became aware of Neil’s sporting ability during the run up to the 2008 Paralympics,
as Neil trained at the University of Aberdeen prior to competing in the 100 and 200 metres
sprints in Beijing. Neil did exceptionally well in Beijing, but it is a testament to his courage,
determination and ability that he took on the challenge of not only moving sports, but changing
his home to chase his dream. What followed in terms of four World Championships golds and
two world records is an outstanding achievement by any measurement. When he is back in
Aberdeen, Neil pops into Aberdeen Sports Village to train and say hello, and he is still a quiet,
unassuming and down to earth athlete – but now a well deserved Paralympics champion and a
local Aberdeen hero.
David Beattie, Chief Executive, Aberdeen Sports Village

My Paralympics hero would have to be Ellie Simmonds, as she not only won multiple
medals at this year’s games but she smashed world records by such astonishing margins.
To continuously improve and outdo all of her fellow competitors is such an amazing feat and
something she should be extremely proud of. Also, as a massive supporter of successful women,
it is great to see such ‘girl power’ on show, training hard and not allowing her impairment to hold
her back. To see Ellie close the Paralympics was an amazing end to what I feel was the best
games ever.

Charlotte McIntosh, Managing Director, Roselle Events Ltd
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Chamber’s 17th Survey to focus
on skills, renewables and
independence
il and gas operators and contractors are to be asked
for the second time if the planned independence
referendum and its possible consequences is affecting their
investment decisions.
Over the last four decades, £468 billion has been invested in
exploring for, developing and producing the UK’s oil and gas
reserves and the 17th Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce
Oil and Gas Survey, sponsored
by leading law firm Bond Pearce,
will try to determine any trends in
sentiment about the prospect of
the 2014 Referendum having any
impact on future plans.

“Oil and gas is the cornerstone of North-east prosperity
and has a significant impact on the Scottish economy. The
knowledge provided by the survey underpins all of this and
will help ensure the industry continues to sustain Aberdeen
and its population into the future.
“Bond Pearce is at the heart of the industry and our
investment in the survey is part
of our effort to help the area
gain maximum benefit from
the opportunities offered by
the industry.”
The
survey,
carried
out
independently by the Fraser of
Allander Institute, represents
the views of a wide range
of companies, from major
multinational operators and
contractors to SMEs with
much fewer staff and budgets.
Questionnaires will be sent to
contacts this week, and the
survey will be published in
November.

A wide range of operator,
contractor and service companies
have been invited to participate
in this well established and highly
regarded survey which is launched
today. Feedback will be used to
track sector performance and to
understand the issues faced by
respondents within the sector
and in particular how these relate
to and impact upon the wider
business community that the
Chamber represents.

Some of the key findings from
the previous survey include:

•

Bob Collier, Chamber Chief
Executive said: “Our aim is to
gauge the trends within the sector
looking at both optimism and order
books in the UKCS and overseas
and how this crucial industry
impacts on the performance of
the wider business community.
In this survey we will, for the first
time, also look at whether or not the Independence issue will
affect investor intent in the North Sea.
“We also pick up again on the skills issue and on diversification
into renewables. Our time-series information about skills
issues affecting the sector in illuminating and gives us a
good sense of the impact this had on the industry, so it will
be interesting to see if anything has changed one year on.”
Kenny Paton, partner with Bond Pearce said: ““Bond Pearce,
like every business which is embedded in the energy sector,
eagerly awaits the results of this survey which is vital to help
plan for a sustainable future. This was the first survey to look
at the impact of the proposed devolution referendum on
business decisions and it will be fascinating to see if that
has changed over the course of the summer. The survey will
also provide key information on challenging areas such as
recruitment retention and remuneration which could help
guide company strategies. We hope it will also cast some
light on the hopes and commitment of traditional oil and
gas firms to move into the renewables sector.”

NEWS

O

•

•

Confidence in international
markets remains much higher
than confidence in the UKCS
which goes some way to
explaining the export growth
recorded in the recent SCDI
survey.
• Fiscal policy remains a
major issue for the sector and
although the recent budget
set out by the Chancellor was relatively surprise-free,
confidence in the stability of the UK tax regime remains
low. Uncertainty over the EU proposals for health and
safety regulation provides a further risk of instability.
When asked about other constraints affecting activity
in the sector, it came as no surprise to see local
infrastructure, complex regulation, and skills shortages as
the major issues affecting the sector as this corresponds
with other surveys recently conducted by the Chamber,
as part of North East Business Week.
With regard to whether uncertainty around the timing
and the question of the referendum on independence
was impacting on future plans or investment proposals,
responses to the question were inconclusive.

The results of previous surveys can be viewed on the
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce website at
www.agcc.co.uk
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ON THE MOVE

On the move
Integrated
drilling
waste
management
TWMA
has
appointed Andy Porter as HR
director.
Mr Porter joins the company, a
provider of specialised services
for the international onshore and
offshore oil and gas industry, as a
part of its wider growth strategy
and follows expansion of the
company’s services in Europe,
North America, the Middle East
and North Africa.
Andy Porter
This is one of several senior
appointments planned as demand for TWMA’s specialised
solutions continues to increase around the globe.

City
bus
operator,
First
Aberdeen,
has
appointed
Duncan Cameron as Director
and General Manager.
Duncan was born in the city
and is a former pupil at Cults
Academy.
He gained a degree at Robert
Gordon University and joined
FirstGroup’s graduate scheme
in 2001. He was appointed
Operations Director of First’s
bus operations in Essex in 2007
Duncan Cameron
before accepting the same role
in his home city in 2009. Duncan stays in Kingswells with his wife
and twin boys.
Grant
Keenan,
Managing
Director of Keenan Recycling,
has been appointed as a
non-executive
director
of
Enterprise North East Trust.
The business support and
development organisation offers
a range of services for new and
growing
businesses
across
the North-east, including the
delivery of the Business Gateway
services on behalf of Aberdeen
City and Shire Councils.
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Grant Keenan
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AGR Group has appointed Åge
Landro as head of its global
Petroleum Services division as it
refocuses its growth strategy on
key divisions.
Åge Landro returned to AGR
earlier this year after a brief
break
having
previo0usly
been with the company for
seven years, during which he
successfully grew the Field
Operations Division into a
dynamic and innovative global
Åge Landro
business unit.
He will be supported by regional managers in Norway and
Russia, UK and Asia Pacific, the Americas, and the Middle East.

(L-R) Lyall Dochard, Tor Helgeland, Richard Sell,
Peter Ellington, and Kev Cooper.

Swire Oilfield Services has appointed two new members to its
executive team.
Richard Sell joins as chief operating officer and Peter Ellington
as chief technical officer.
Mr Sell has moved from Swire Group sister company, China
Navigation Co Pte Ltd in Singapore, to the company’s
headquarters in Aberdeen.
He replaced Rupert Bray who has taken on a new role as
marine service director for another sister company in the wider
Swire Group, Swire Pacific Offshore and will be based at its
headquarters in Singapore.
Peter Ellington has joined from international oilfield services
company Expro in Aberdeen and will be responsible for Swire’s
procurement and engineering functions in addition to the asset
management function of the company´s growing fleet.
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Viking SeaTech has appointed
Adrian Bannister as Chief
Financial Officer.
Mr Bannister joins Viking SeaTech
with 25 years experience in the
oilfield services sector including
roles at Sparrows Offshore and
Stork Technical Services.
The offshore support specialist
firm recently announced contract
wins with Shell and Santos in
Australia.

North-east integrated communications agency Citrus:Mix
has expanded its PR and creative marketing teams with the
appointment of five new employees.
Former Aberdeen Journals’ senior journalist and picture editor
Paul Smith takes on the role of PR account manager, heading up
a number of B2B clients in the oil and gas and property sectors.
Pete McIntosh joins the creative marketing team as account
manager and other appointments include graphic designer
Mark Delaney and web developer Kyle Shearer.
The fifth addition to the Citrus:Mix team is Carly Fallon as a PR
account executive.

Adrian Bannister

Flexlife, an oil and gas industry
specialist in subsea project and
integrity
management,
has
appointed Ciaran O’Donnell as
its Chief Executive Officer.
Mr O’Donnell was co-founder
and CEO of CSL, a project
management and engineering
company until it was sold to DOF
Subsea in 2007.
He remained with the company
for a further three years.
Stuart Mitchell, Director of
Ciaran O’Donnell
Strategic Development, said:
“Ciaran has a wealth of experience in the industry and we are
delighted to have him joining our team.”

ON THE MOVE

(L-R) Paul Smith, Pete McIntosh, Carly Falon,
Mark Delaney and Kyle Shearer

(L-R) Linda Welsh, Iain Miller, Emma Shearer, Peter Smith and
Henrietta Talbot

Aberdeen law firm Paull & Williamsons LLP has strengthened
its property team with the appointment of a new partner and a
further four lawyers, taking the firm’s headcount to around 140.
Aberdonian Peter Smith has returned to the city to join Paull &
Williamsons’ commercial property division as a partner, having
spent several years in Edinburgh as partner with a large
A further four appointments have been made within the wider
property team with Linda Welsh joining the planning division as
a senior associate and Iain Miller as solicitor in the construction
division. Henrietta Talbot and Emma Shearer also join the
commercial property division as solicitors.
Aberdeen oil and gas consultancy Maxoil Solutions has appointed
Karen Christie as its global business development director.
Karen, who previously worked in regional business development
for Wood Group Integrity Management, will be focussing on
the company’s growth in the North Sea, Western Europe, North
America, Far East and Australia.
She will also be involved in maximising expansion in areas which are
new to the business, such as shale gas, CSM, tight oil and heavy oil.

Victoria Gammie and Gavin Hedingham

Apex Industrial Chemicals has created eight new positions as a
result of a period of sustained growth.
Gavin Hedingham, formerly of Subsea 7, takes up newly created
post of General Manager and Victoria Gammie, formerly of Energy
Ventures, takes up the position of Financial Director.
Victoria Gammie also takes a seat on the board at Apex. Additional
new posts include five sales jobs across Scotland and a post in the
finance department.
Company turnover is on track to achieve 20% growth in the current
financial year, with new accounts increasing by 100 per month
across both offshore and onshore sectors.
Apex Industrial Chemicals was established in 1982 and specialises
in the manufacture and supply of specially formulated chemical
products for business to business markets. From its purpose built
base in Altens, Aberdeen, Apex supplies to onshore and offshore
companies, currently exporting to 22 countries globally.

Executive
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